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Excellent and whimsical pathfinding puzzler. Also a rare case of a Greenlight project delivering exactly what they promised in a
timely and functional manner. Runs great on my Mint 7.2, low VRAM computer.. If you played The Fruit of Grisaia, then
bought the Michiru spin-off, don't expect to bawl your eyes out like many others have. This is a much more light hearted game.
If you liked the long common route or part 1 of the spin off (assuming you are reading this because you are wondering to buy
part 2 after finishing part 1), then you will enjoy this for it's little skits and not so serious story.

Even though this is a spin-off, some of the characters from the sequal of the main series show up, but knowing who they are is
what all really matters, so it's not a terribly huge spoiler alert. Watching all of the anime adaptations should be more than
enough.

Like The Fruit of Grisaia, you have the choice of either choosing to go windowed mode, which you can't customize, or full
screen. I would rather have the windowed mode to be the same size as in Grisaia and not the overly huge screen that has little
difference form full screen.

Pressing F12 (default minimize and screenshot button) and then another regular key still makes your game take a screenshot
until you restart the game.
Michiruisbestgirl\/10. This...is...MADNESS...!. It seemed promising when under development and now I've finally gotten
around to it I'm left with a bad taste of disappointment in every department.

The most important flaws are rubbish controls--unresponsive with a non-variable jump height, so you will always be jumping
the same height and the physics are terrible for it making it feel like some awful low-gravity moon jump. With the animations
seeming to have missing frames and lack of good indicators, you're never sure how well you're doing against an enemy until it
dies. Everything is so terrible in this department, it feels so sluggish you'd think the inputs were delayed and lagging.

When it comes to sound, the only noticeable thing is the terrible voice acting with dialogue that can't be skipped so you're forced
to listen to the stale, emotionless characters that don't even seem to try to get you to care about what's going on. Bad voice acting
exists in a lot of things, yes, but when there are no means to skip or speed up the dialogue, it draws extra attention itself and it
just seems to get worse each time it happens.

If the controls weren't so rubbish, I might have given game more time, but the terrible voice-acting that I couldn't skip really put
me off. There's quite a bit of dialogue in the beginning which I'd have to repeat each time I died because of not having a clear
indication of whether or not the enemy I fought was near death. It's annoying how terrible it is.

Don't even take a chance on this one. It's not a fun experience at all; it's a mess.. It seems like a neat idea, but switching between
7 characters is actually kind of awkward.
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--{Graphics}---
\u2610 You forget what reality is
\u2610 Beautiful
\u2610 Good
\u2610 Decent
\u2610 Bad
\u2610 Don\u2018t look too long at it
\u2611 Paint.exe

---{Gameplay}---
\u2610 Addictive like heroin
\u2610 Very good
\u2610 Good
\u2610 It\u2018s just gameplay
\u2610 Mehh
\u2610 Starring at walls is better
\u2611 Jeffy dosen't approve

---{Audio}---
\u2610 Eargasm
\u2610 Very good
\u2610 Good
\u2610 Not too bad
\u2610 Bad
\u2611 Earrape

---{Audience}---
\u2610 Kids
\u2610Teens
\u2610Adults
\u2611 Ellen Show Haters
---{PC Requirements}---
\u2610 Check if you can run paint
\u2610 Potato
\u2610 Decent
\u2610 Fast
\u2610 Rich boiiiiii
\u2611 A PC that would cost the same as the assets for the game

---{Difficulity}---
\u2611 Carried by globals
\u2610 Easy
\u2610 Significant brain usage
\u2610 Easy to learn \/ Hard to master
\u2610 Difficult
\u2610 Dark Souls

---{Grind}---
\u2610 Nothing to grind
\u2610 Only if u care about leaderboards\/ranks
\u2610 Isnt necessary to progress
\u2610 Average grind level
\u2610 Too much grind
\u2611 You\u2018ll need a second life for grinding
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---{Story}---
\u2611 If you want story, then go read a book.
\u2610 Text or Audio floating around
\u2610 Average depends an DLC
\u2610 Good
\u2610 Lovley
\u2610 It\u2018ll replace your life

---{Game Time}---
\u2611 Long enough for a cup of tea
\u2610 Short
\u2610 Average
\u2610 Long
\u2610 To infinity and beyond

---{Price}---
\u2610 There is no \u201eprice\u201c
\u2610 Worth the price
\u2610 If u have some spare money left
\u2610 Not recommended
\u2611 You could also just burn your money

---{Bugs}---
\u2610 Never heard of
\u2610 Minor bugs
\u2610 Can get annoying
\u2610 Assassin\u2018s Creed: Unity
\u2611 Get a bug spray. Or more. A lot more. Or maybe a flamethrower. Or a nuke.. If you consider everything that we have on
steam, pombotroll is on average.
Good work steam.

Best regards,
Mineirinho ultra adventures fan.. I only just downloaded this because I love science fiction, RPGs, and exploration in video
games. So far this game looks very promising, however the difficulty level is crazy-high for battles. Enemies can destroy you
with two hits. Aside from the difficulty level, the size of the planets is rather small too. Some things that I really like about this
game so far are the vague story that hints at a greater mystery and plot and the impressive level of choice. In the very beginning
of the game you are told to go do something for your creator, however you can deny him and go explore the universe. I thought
that was a pretty nice touch. Aside from the gameplay and level design, the music is a mixed bag. I like the ambient music in the
game because it adds a lot to the dark atmposphere, however it loops too quickly and becomes irritating. I would like to keep
playing this game and see what it has to offer, but I keep finding myself selectively battling because my resources are running
low and battles are unfair. Overall I am happy with my purchase of this game so far. My main recommendations are to focus
more on memorable music with longer tracks that are distinguishable in the game and not generic. Then lower the difficulty to
the point that the battles are not unfair and the player can actually grind without using a ton of health potions. If those issues are
fixed then I would focus on making the planets larger and more explorable. That is obviously easier said then done, so the music
and difficulty lowering should be top priority. This truly is a unique and ambitious game. I just hope it keeps improving and that
people will take notice and buy it when it is finally finished.. This game is poorly made.
Looks bad, handles bad and is in dire need of a proofreading.
The music is decent, but that's about the only positive thing I can say.

This was a waste of time and money, so I'll be refunding it.. This game will not play well or not at all. It is somehow not able to
connect to needed servers.. The game does not work as it shoult! Intro is messing up the screen and half-freezing. Need to alt-
tab out of it and back in to it to be able to continue, The game menu is very ugly and not working correctly! I don't understand
why I bought this game! I have not been able to even start a game! Reading on forum shows this problem is present for a while.
so.. why do you keep selling this game if it does not work correctly????. A great experience...highly recommend!. Despite the
fact that it wasn't create developer this is one of the best looking bullet hell games on Steam,also it's soundtrack,controls and
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bullet patterns are above average as well.
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